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MEMORANDUM

To City Council

From David J Deuts

City Manager

Subject Smart Meters

Date September 1 l 2012

At your City Council meeting of September 18 BGE will be making a
presentation on smart meters Smart meters will be installed in the Bowie community
starting in the fall of 2012 Attached is a copy of the letter that BGE sent in the spring of
2012 outlining the process BGE intends to follow regarding the distribution of smart
meters BGE also intends to provide a Power Point presentation regarding smart meters
that will be provided to City Council electronically prior to the meeting

Also attached is information provided to City Council at your August 6 City
Council meeting from Maryland Smart Meter Awareness that communicates their
concerns about the implementation of smart meters in Maryland

The Maryland Public Service Commission PSC has denied requests to put a
moratorium on smart meters installation but has agreed to investigate an optout
program Customers can currently defer installation of smart meters in their homes by
putting their request in writing However whether customers can continue to participate
in an optout program will be determined by the PSC
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PO Box 1475

Baltimore Maryland 212031475

bgecom

Spring 2012

Dear BGE Customer

In the next few months BGE will begin a threeyear project to change the electric meters and upgrade the
gas meters for all BGE residential and commercial customers Called smart meters these digital meters allow
twoway communication between the meters and BGE via a wireless network The Maryland Public Service
Commission has permitted this initiative and BGE was selected by the US Department of Energy to receive a
200 million federal grant to help cover the costs of this gas and electric modernization effort

The features of the meters will be rolled out over time Eazly benefits will relate to lower operational costs Later
we expect this modernization to result in more opportunities for you to better manage energy use and save
money Throughout the effort BGE will continue to provide you with the necessary information and education
about our smart meter initiative and what you can expect along the way

You do not need to take any action at this time Here is what you can anticipate

BGE is partnering with a company called Grid One Solutions Inc to install the smart electric meters and
upgradeesting gas meters In a few cases older gas meters will also be replaced with new meters Meter
installations will be scheduled communiry by communiry through 2014 and will be performed by uniformed
Grid One technicians The technicians will be weazing dark blue pants and light blue shirts with a Grid One
logo They will be required to display proper identification badges that will read BGE Contractor The
technicians will knock on your door prior to beginning work

There will be several notices and events in your community leading up to installation

You will experience a brief power interruption a couple of minutes in most cases when your electric meter
is replaced

There will be no interruption of service if installers are upgrading your eatisting gas meter

A very small number of customers with older gas meters that require replacing will also experience a service
interruption up to 30 minutes If you are one of those customers we will need access to your home in order
to restore service and relight any affected pilots

BGE customers whose meters are indoors will be contacted by Grid One to schedule an appointment for
installation Customers whose meters are outdoors but inaccessible because of a locked fence or a dog will
also need to schedule an installation appointment

Customers with outdoor meters that installers are able to access will not need to be present for the installation
Grid One will leave notification and meter information after the installation is complete

Customers with a medical condition or other special needs who are currently registered in BGEs Special
Needs Program will receive additional notification prior to a service interruption To enroll in the Special
Needs Program please contact BGEsCustomer Relations Call Center at4106850123 or800

Later in 2012 customers with new meters will be able to see their detailed energy usage on a new website that
will also provide tools for conserving energy

If you have questions about smart meters or the installation process including the estimated time BGE will begin
installing meters in your area please visitbgecomsmartgrid for more information You may also call BGEs
Customer Relations Call Center at410G850123 and select the smart meter option or call tollfree
at8006850123 TTYTDD Maryland Relay Service 8007352258

We thank you for your support and welcome your feedback throughout this important project

Sincerely

Jeannette M Mills
Chief Customer Officer



What is a Smart Meter

What a smart meter does

Measures how much electricity you use and then sends hourly meter read data to BGE
Uses microwave radio frequency radiation to transmit this information
Allows the utility to send radio ftequency radiation to your meter to remotely start or stop service

In the next two sections ask yourself if the benefits claimed section 1 are worth
the costs to you section 2

Why your utility wants you to have one

To repair outages more rapidly
To save on he cost of ineter readers

To turn ofF your power remotely if you are late paying your bill
To help you become more aware of how and when you are using electricity in the hope that this
will encourage you to conserve energy
To reward you for shifting some of your consumption to offpeak hours or in the future possibly
penalize you if you dont change your consumption habits
To be able to turn off appliances in your home during periods of peak consumption such as

your washer dryer dish washer etc Programs of this sort would presumably be oluntary and
so you would be given some relief from the jacked up rates if you agreed to paticipate rebates

Note that the benetsclaimed above are mostly benefits to the utility which may or may not pass
savings on to us The cost of the smart grid that rate payers are financing through taxes and
eventual rates increases is so extraordinary that chances are we will neversee any of these
savings Noteaso that nothing prevents us from conserving energy now Common sense fes us
to turn off appliances and lights when they are not needed Do we need a computer display to
show us that we left the N on in a room where nobody is watching Keep in mindaso that the
federal governmenf through the stimulus in 2009 has made it very profitable for the
utilities to blanket the nation with these meters

AND there is no law mandating the installation

Why you may not want to have one on your home

You may not want your utility marketing companies hackers and possibly wouldbe burglars to
know everything that goes on inside your home You have a right to privacy about when you are
at home when you are asleep when you preparing meals how meny showers you take in a day
when you watch N and when you are using your computer
You may not want to expose yourself your children or the elderly 247 to electromagnetic
radiation when the possibie health effects of such exposure are stiil being hotly debated among
experts in the health sciences Yes most of us use microwave ovens and cell phones but these
exposures are for brief periods and they are volunfary
You may not want to give up your right to decide what appliances you will use and when you will
use them

You may not want to see your monthly electric bill skyrocket as has so often been the case

where these meters have been installed

For more information please visitwwwMarvlandSmartMeterAwarenessorq



Maryland Smart Meter Awareness
Marylandsmartmeterawarenessorg

BGE and Pepco are currently installing Smart Meters in all homes schools hospitals and businesses within their seroice area The new
Smart Meters will replace the conventional analog meters currently in use The utilities are pushing forward with this deployment despite
the many serious concems about the health effects privacy issues threats to national security from cyberattacks probable rate
increases and the impact on the ecosystem Following is a very brief discussion of the main problems that Smart Meters pose Should
you wish more detail on any of these issues please contact us and we will be happy to supply them

On May 24 2012 the PSC ordered a temporary deferwal of smart meter insfaila6ons but you must notify your utility Order
No 84926
We recommend certiedmail so there will be no confusion down e roadand remember to include your account number

Baltimore Gas Electric Pepco Delmarva Power

Smart Grid Ueferral Smart Grid Defena Bay Regional Oftice
P O Box 1475 701 9 Street NW 2530 N Salisbury Blvd
Baltimore MD 21203 Washington DC 20068 Salisbury MD 21801

We recommend certified mail so there will be no confusion down the roadand remember to include your account number

Long Term Health Impacts

Smart Meters place everyone at risk for cancer neurological disease and reproductive and developmental impairments according to Dr
Karl Maret a physician and biomedical engineer from the University of Califomia at Santa Cruz In the Spring of 2011 The World Health
Organization classified the radiation emitted from Smart Meters as a Gass 2B carcinogen In addition the Karolinska Institute one of the
top ten medical research Institutes in the world and responsible for selecting the Nobel Prize winner in medicine is urging the halt to the
rollout of Smart Meters David Carpenter Director of the Institute for Health and the Environment SUNY Albany stated that RF radiation
from Smart Meters has already been shown to cause cancer and other diseases Children and the unborn have increased susceptibility
due to their thinner skulis and developing brains

Health Imqacts Electromaqnetic Hypersensitivitv EMH

The current cumulative effect of microwave radiation from cell phones WiFiIphones and other smart devices is permeating the
atmosphere of cities around the globe with an exposure level 1 trillion times the levels found in nature The Smart Grid alone will have
manyfaceted transmitters and receivers throughout our neighborhoods which together will create a mesh network of wireless
communications This wiil substantially increase everyonesexposure to RF radiation above and beyond the current saturation levels
Where Smart Meters are in place 38a of the population is already severely impacted by EMH electromagnetic hypersensitivity and 35
has a moderate sensitivity These figures are expectetl to go up as the public is exposed to ever increasing amounts of microwave
radiation from Smart Meters and other wireless technologies In Califomia where approximately ten million Smart Meters have already
been installed thousands of people have reported immediate health effects including headaches nausea heart palpitations diuiness
ringing in the ears eye irritation and sleep disturbances Many people have had to vacate their homes in order to alleviate their
symptoms

Privacv Concems

Smart Meters are a major invasion of privacy as they transmit our energy use on an ongoing basis Our utilities will know when we are
asleep awake home or away from home As part of the Smart Grid a new generation of Smart Appliances is being developed These
appliances will have chips thatalk to our Smart Meter turning our homes into veritable microwave ovens The meters will know what
electronic appliances including medical equipment we have and how often we use them Whie some utilities make assurances they will
not release any of this data to third parties for marketing purposes that may change as the value of this data to marketers soars And
there are currently no laws in place to prevent this Police departments in Texas and Ohio have already obtained Smart Meter information
from the utilities to verify alibis of criminal defendants despite the obvious constitutional issues

Interference with Electronic Devices



RF radiation can interfere with medical devices enough to cause them to stop working These include for example pacemakers deep
brain stimulators Parkinsonsventilators pain pumps and wireless insulin pumps The Food and Drug Administrationswebsite warns
that RF devices cause interference with many medicai devices such as pacemakers and these Smart Meters use these same
frequencies RF radiation causes interference with WiFi radios cordless phones baby monitors and other household devices In
addition the meters interfere with ground fault circuit interrupters Smart Meters have also been associated with a number of fires

Inaccurate Bills for Energv Use

While the utilities try to promote the idea that Smart Meters will save the ratepayers money many customers have seen their bills
skyrocket Currently there is a class action suit in Califomia on this issue alone as well as over5000 complaints in the Houston area

No Demonstrated Savings in Anv of the Locations Where Smart Metes Have Been Installed

For those ratepayers where overcharging has not been an issue there have been no demonstrated savings Two attorneys general
Illinois and Connecticut filed objections to their respective utilities request to install Smart Meters solely because the ratepayers woultl
never see any real savings

ber Securitv

It is relatively easy to hack into SmatMeters in other parts of the country hackers have managed to transfer their energy use to
someone elses bill and some have maliciously turned off appliances remotely Pacific Gas Electric has admitted that hacking is going
on but will not say how big a problem it is A representative from BGE noted the company was of aware of this possibility and stated that
BGE was trying to stay on top of it But there are no guarantees here

National Securitv

Many of Smart Meter components are being manufactured outside the US This can provide unfriendly foreign powers ample opportunity
to put malware on these components to be activated at an appropriate time to bring down the electric power grid The Washington Post
just published an article critiquing the utilities for rushing into a technology without taking proper cyber security measures In late January
of this year our top intelligence chiefs wamed Congress that our country was facing a very serious threat from cyber terrorism and they
expressed concern about the ability of our enemies to take down the power grids

Envi ron mental I mqacts

There are numerous studies linking the worldwide catastrophic collapse of the bee population to RF electromagnetic radiation Other
studies ink RF electromagnetic radiation adverse impacts on sentinel species such as song birds bats and amphibians

There are other choices for a Smart Grid for example fiber optics or phone wires Maryland Smart Meter Awareness is not opposing a
Smart Grid per se Rather we are urging both BGE and Pepco to apply the precautionary principle and to call a moratorium on wireless
Smart Meters until chronic long term expasure to low levels of RF is proven safe The least we are asking is for is an opt out option so that
we can have a choice within our own homes

Utilities False Safety Assurances

Utilities claim Smart Meters will only emit x secondsminutes per day Each utility offers a different assurance However this is only
true for the transmission of data In reality Smart Meters continuously communicate with neighboring meters and data collection points
by emitting chirps and chatter 247 Once our homes are filled with the new generation of Smart Appliances the meters will be
transmitting and receiving even more data in order to track our usage with still greater precision Utilities claim the radiation from Smart
Meters is less than a cell phone The fact is that according to Dr Daniel Hirsch Nuclear Scientist Univ of Calif Santa Cruz the
radiation is at least 100 times the whole body radiation of a cell phone And we will not have a choice

To learn more please visitwwwmarylandsmartmeterawarenessorg



On May 22 foliowing a nearly 12hour public hearing on whether to allow customers to opt
out of the Smart Meter program the Maryland Public Service Commission ordered that
customers can defer installation until it makes its final decision on opting out

In order to defer the instalidtion of a Smart Meter on your home or business the PSCs order
indicates that you must do so in writing

Maryland Smart Meter Awareness recommends that you send it certified to your utility

Baltimore Gas and Electric Smart Grid Deferral PO Box 1475 Baltimore MD 21203 or to

Pepco Smart Grid Deferral 7O1 9th Street NW Washington DC 20068 or to

Deimarva Power Deferral Bay Regional Office 2530 N Salisbury Bivd Salisbury MD 21801

Your letter should say

NOTICE OF DEFERRAL OF INSTALLATION OF SMART METERS PER PSCS ORDER NO 84926 DATED
MAY 24 2012

I am hereby notifying write in the name of your utility here and its agents that you are not
to install a Smart Meter anywhere on my property pursuant to Order No 84926 issued by the
Maryland Public Service Commission on May 24 2012

Sign your name and include your account No and address In addition you may wish to
send a copy via snail mail to David Collins Executive Secretary William Donald Schaefer
Tower b St Paul Street l bth Floor Baltimore MD 212026808

J

If you already have a meter installed the PSC orders that you can write a letter similar to the
one above and state that you do not wcant the Smart Meter that has already been installed
The utility will refrain fromativating the radiation or they will replace it with an onalog meter

Go to MarvlandSmartMeterAwarenessorgfor more information and a sign that you can post
The utilities say their policy is to send a postcard a few weeks prior to installation however
on a number of occasions no such notice was received and people came home to find out
thct a new meter had been installed on their premises

Act now

Maryland Smart Meter Awareness

You may also visit us on Facebook at Maryland Smart Meter Awareness

PS If you would like one or more Say NO to Smart Meters bumper stickers just send yovr
request to info@marvlandsmartmeterawarenessorc



This is Dr Carpentersresponse to the BGBE rhetoric
21 February 20 2
Re Smart Meters and Baitimore Gas Electric

Dear SirsMadams

This is concerning potential adverse health effects associated with exposure to radiofrequency RF radiation
specifically that from smart meters I am a public health physician and forrner Dean of the Schooi of Pubiic
Health at the University at Albany I have been involved in review and analysis of studies on electromagnetic
fields including radiofrequency fields for many years I served as the Executive Secretary to the New York
State Powerlines Project in the 1980s and have published several reviews on the subject In addition I was
invited to present to the recent PresidenYs Cancer Panet on the subject of powerline and radiofrequency fields
and cancer and the pubiication that came from that Panel is attached I have edited two books on effects of
EMFs incfuding RF radiation I served as the coeditor of the Bioinitiative Report wwwbioinitiativeorqa
comprehensive review of the literature on this subject The public health chapter from this report was
subsequently published in a peer reviewed journal This is a subject which I know well and one on which I take a
public health approach that has as a fundamental principie the need to protect against risk of disease even when
one does not have ail the information that would be desirable

There is clear and strong evidence that intensive use of cell phones increases the risk of brain cancer tumors of
the auditory nerve and cancer of the parotid gland the salivary gland in the cheek by the ear The evidence for
this conciusion is detailed in many publications in the peerreviewed scientific literature Smart meters use
similar radiofrequency radiation although the intensity of exposure in the immediate envirorunent is under most
circumstances lower than what one gets from holding a cell phone close to your head The difference between
a cell phone and a smart meter environment is that while the cell phone is used only intermittently a smart meter
environment is continuous There is aiso strong evidence that leukemia rates are increased among people living
near to powerful AM radio transmission towers Because WiFi radio transmission towers and smart meters all
generate similar RF radiation my conclusion is that if the whole body is exposed leukemia is the major cancer
of concern while if only the head is exposed as in using a cell phone one sees increased risk of local cancers
such as brain cancer

The statement released by BGE that Many studies conducted across the country have found that smart
meters do not pose a health risk is totally false There have been no studies of the health effects of smart
meters to my knowledge The statements about the Food and Drug Administration and World Health
Organization are equally untrue It should be noted that the Worid Health Organization this past summer
declared radiofrequency radiation to be a possibie human carcinogen While it is true that the nature of
eosure to RF from smart meters is not significantly different from that coming from other wireless devices
what is important is cumulative aggregate exposure My position is that we should practice prudent
avoidance which is to say reduce unnecessary exposure to the degree possible until the magnitude of risk is
fully understood
My specific concerns aboutsnart meters are as follows

1 The benefit of the smart meters is entirely to the utilities and is economc in nature If they install smart
meters they can fire those individuals who at present are empioyed to go around reading meters Thus
this is a jobkilling proposal and will increase unemployment in a state that already has too much

2 When a smat meter is instailed residents have no choice in the matter or ability to avoid exposure But
every individual has the option to use or not use other personal wireless devices until more is know about
health consequences of chronic f2Feosure There is a major difference between an exposure which an
individwal chooses to accept and one that is forced on individuals who can do nothing about it

3 The BGE letters states The mete that we will install at customers homes wii transmit for less than 15

minutes each day on average This is probabty true but is a deceptive statement because while
transmission of data to the utility occurs for short periods of time the device continuously generates RF
radiation that will expose anyone nearby 24l7

4 The evidence for adverse effects of radiofrequency radiation is currently strong arxl grows stronger with
each new study Wired meters with shielded cable do not increase exposure The same benefit to the
utility could be achieved by use of a wired connection and this would not increase exposure of residents
to excessive RF radiation

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on ths important public health concern and on the general issue of
smart meters Their use is unwise from both a public health point of view which is where my expertise ties but
and also from a purely short and longterm economic pomt of vew

Yours sincerely

Iii11


